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Model 770-16LT DMK
Desktop Annunciator
APPLICATIONS
Monitor restricted doors within
facilities.
Built-in Piezo audible annunciator
will alert personnel of access into
restricted areas..
Type to enter text

Latching mode with key lock control
allows alarm points to be verified by
authorized personnel before being
reset.

Introducing a NEW and innovative 16 Zone
Desktop Annunciator

Help establish Restricted Access
Areas

Stand Alone unit can be mounted in a
variety of desktop or table top
locations .

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The model 770-16LT DMK Desktop Annunciator is a remote display/bypass annunciator panel for sixteen
sensor points. Each solid state LED indicator represents one zone or sensor point. Also, each LED lamp
comprises a pushbutton switch which is commonly used to bypass (take out of service) zones or sensors
when the 770-16LT-DMK is used in conjunction with the SALCO 781 series annunciator systems. Zones can
be bypassed from a remote location by depressing the LED lamp momentarily. The LED indicator for the
bypassed zone will flash as the zone remains bypassed to indicate to the user the bypassed zone is out of
service. The display/control panel is made of beautiful brushed stainless steel and housed in a rugged all
metal constructed enclosure suitable for both office desktop or factory floor applications.

Model 770-16LT-DMK
Annunciator

SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES:
Individual Indicators for 16 zones which allow for
easy and quick identification of alarm status at a
glance.

Construction: All Metal:

Built in Piezo audible sounder with Keylock
controlled reset function.

Warranty: Factory 1 Year Warranty.

Compatibility: SALCO 781 Series

Color: Available in Black or White

Individual Bypass control of each protective zone
by merely depressing indicator light button.

Standalone unit can with all metal construction
can be mounted in a variety of desktop locations.

Brushed stainless steel user interface panel.

Rugged all metal construction.

Operating Temperature: 0F-140 F (-17.5C-65C)
Mounting: Desktop or Table Top Mount

Viewing Angle - 45 Degress for convenient
visual and user control

Dimensions: Width: 7.03” (178.5 mm.)
Height: 3.75” 95.25 mm.)
Depth:4.5” (114 mm.)
Weight= 5 pounds (2.2 Kg.)

NOTE: SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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